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Acceptable Words
by David H. Robey, Ph.D.
Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my
heart be acceptable in thy sight, 0 Lord, my strength
and my Redeemer
hile Psalm 19:14 is David's prayer, it is
also the prayer of every person who truly
desires to glorify God. David, the skilled
orator and articulate poet, prayed that his
words would be acceptable or pleasing to
God. While the phrase "words of my
mouth" also reflects quality of actions, it does reveal that David
and his God hold language in high regard. Our language, our
vocabulary, our skill in communication is important to God.
Proverbs 25:11 states that a word "fitly spoken is like apples of
gold in pictures of silver."
The argument for the importance of words takes on added
strength when we realize that words are the outcome by which
the quality of the heart is evaluated. "Out of the abundance of
the heart the mouth speaketh" (Luke 6:45). If words reveal the
state of the heart, then those who follow Christ are to have
consistent actions and words. James affirms that if there is both
sweet and bitter water coming out of the same spring, then that
man is "double-minded and unstable in all his ways"
(James 1:8). Perhaps the most sobering decree given by Christ
regarding the importance of language is in Matthew 12:37:
"For by thy words thou shalt be justified and by thy words thou
shalt be condemned."
The word "communicate" is derived from Latin terms which
mean "to hold in common." The goal of true communication is
two-fold. First, define reality with language that is specific,
accurate, and free of ambiguity. Second, choose a
communication tool (a language) by which to bring other
people to come to that same level of understanding. Language
can be verbal, written, or primarily visual, but the goal of all
language is to enable people to "hold in common" ideas and
feelings. This is truly a daunting task. The question then
becomes, how can communication truly occur in a world that
not only speaks multiple languages but also operates under
multiple belief and semantic systems? Not easily! In the
Department of Communication Arts, our goal is to encourage
and motivate students to continually strive to communicate
clearly and effectively within the culture in which God has
placed us. Certainly the goal of all Christians who would seek
to be light and salt in this world is to communicate effectively
with a world in great need of redemption.
It can also be said that the need for clear communication has
never been more vital or more difficult than it is today. Over 2000
years ago, the Roman philosopher Quintillion defined an orator as
a "good man speaking." However, goodness and oratory appear to
have little in common today. A recent Gallup Poll revealed that
7 out of 10 Americans do not trust our nation's president, yet
3 out of 4 also say he is doing a good job as president.
These numbers reveal that our nation is much more interested in
economic prosperity than moral propriety. Our culture not only
condones but applauds those who are skilled in playing the games
of words even though integrity is sacrificed.
As Christians, we are called to communicate truth. While our
students are studying to skillfully communicate the truth of
broadcasting, multimedia, organizational communication,
communication theory, and theatre, we pray they will do it while
honoring THE TRUTH. The greatest request for communication
effectiveness in Scripture came when Paul prayed in
Ephesians 6:19, "And for me, that utterance may be given unto
me, that I may open my mouth boldly to make known the mystery
of the gospel." Utterance is a word that unites the desires for clear
thinking, communication skills, and courage. This is truly the
desire for all whom would be skilled communicators.
The goal to communicate clearly and effectively is a challenge
that will be continually addressed and never totally resolved this
side of eternity. One of Cedarville College's learning objectives is
"to provide sufficient opportunities for students to practice the
skills of communication." May each of us seek to know our world,
our language, and the requirements of Scripture for
communication. Only then may we communicate in such a way as




uccess in business requires excellent
communication skills," states
Carol Douglas Rivetti '84.
Carol's management position with Lucent
Technologies keeps her practicing the art
of communication daily. She leads a team of employees who
select companies to market Lucent and sell equipment.
Dealing with 15 primary customers, Carol uses delegation,
technology, and critical analysis to get the job done—from
home! Before Lucent Technologies spun off from AT&T,
Carol learned of an opportunity to telecommute. The major
corporation was looking for employees to take advantage of
developing technology which made working from home,
keeping in touch with clients, and communicating with the
office a reality. The opportunity was perfect for Carol and her
growing family. Carol and Todd Rivetti '84 have two
children, Christina (5) and Joseph (3).
Carol graduated from Cedarville College with a
communication arts major and business minor. A career day
on campus opened the door to her first job at
Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio.
She worked for the Air Force as a contract negotiator for six
years before working for AT&T. "At that time in the Air
Force, a person had many opportunities to work in areas other
than what was assigned," Carol states. Taking advantage of
those open doors positioned her for some incredible tasks.
At age 23, Carol was the lead negotiator on a $100 million
dispute between the Air Force and a major aerospace
company. "I was in a debate class everyday!" she exclaims.
"To execute a business plan one must be an effective
communicator to share the goal with others," Carol says. She
is thankful for Cedarville classes such as rhetorical criticism
and argumentation and debate, which taught her analytical
skills. Carol states, "I use these skills every day and filter
decisions, motivation, and persuasion through the
fundamental Christian principles taught at Cedarville."
Carol couples the fundamentals with continuing education
course work offered by the company.
Carol and Todd continue to remain involved with Cedarville
College even though they commute from the Washington,
D.C. area. Carol serves on the Career Services Advisory
Council, and the Rivettis often invite prospective students to
campus, meeting them at Cedarville for the weekend. "It's a






he vast majority of
Cedarville College
alumni have experienced Fundamentals of
Speech class. But do you remember it being a
life-changing experience? One alumna does,
and she wrote Dr Michael Lopez, professor of
communication arts, to tell him about it. One speech can
make a difference!
Dear Dr. Lopez,
I am writing to you to let you know that it was in your class
that I profited most in my one year at Cedarville College.
It wasn't anything along the lines of being a good public
speaker, unfortunately! I still talk way too fast—turning
ten-minute speeches into three-minute speeches.
What I gained came from a motivational speech that was
given by Chuck Jantzi, a psychology major who graduated in
1986. His speech was on living without a television for the
first year of your marriage to build the communication
between you and your mate.
When I was engaged to be married, I talked this over with
my future husband and he agreed to give it a try. The first
year, we were offered nine televisions from people who felt
sorry for us. We gladly turned each one down. We were all the
better for it.
We recently celebrated our eleventh year without a
television. The Lord has blessed us with two beautiful
children who benefit abundantly by our choice not to
own one.
We are forever grateful to Chuck Jantzi! If I could tell him
this story I certainly would. It was because of him and your
class that we even had the idea. I thank you both!
Love in Christ,
Kim Davidson Whitby '90N
Editor's note: Chuck lontzi earned his doctorate from
Wright State University in Ohio. He and his wife, Twi
Preparing Students For A
Variety Of Roles
T
he Department of Communication Arts employs a combination of theory and practice to
prepare students to communicate effectively in a wide range of situations. The department
offers several majors, including broadcasting, communication arts, multimedia
technologies, and theatre arts. Students are able to select from a further medley of
specializations within the majors, including broadcast management/sales, video and
multimedia production, and organizational communications.
Broadcasting is offered as an interdisciplinary major in the department. The combination of courses is
designed to reflect the broad areas of knowledge necessary for a mass communications career. The major
is paraprofessional in nature and attempts to produce a balance between the practical and theoretical
aspects of broadcasting.
The multimedia technologies major prepares students for careers in the recording industry and related
fields. The exploration of computerized audio, video, and MIDI technology in the program enables
students to become both skilled technicians and effective communicators by utilizing contemporary
electronic media.
The communication arts major prepares students for careers in public relations, personnel management,
consultancy programs, media communications, and corporate executive training. Because of the
importance of excellent communication skills in many professions, this major has also been chosen by
those pursuing careers in sales or politics. It also serves as excellent undergraduate preparation for those
planning additional graduate professional training such as law, theology, and business.
Theatre arts majors take formal courses and practical training which provide a solid introduction to
performance training, stage management, dramaturgy, and directing. Three annual department
productions along with student productions complement coursework. Advisors provide guidance for
securing theatre internships, theatre employment, and graduate study.
One of the hallmarks of the department is its accomplished faculty. This group consists of highly
qualified individuals with a corporate total of more than 171 years service at Cedarville.
Faculty members include:
James Phipps, Ph.D., '68, Chairman and Professor Of Communication Arts
J. Wesley Baker, Ph.D., Professor of Communication Arts
Gary Barker, M.F.A., '86, Associate Professor of Communication Arts
Deborah Haffey, M.A., '68, Associate Professor of Communication Arts and Debate Coach
James Kragel, M.A., Assistant Professor of Communication Arts
James Leightenheimer, M.A., '80, Associate Professor of Communication Arts
J. Michael Lopez, Ph.D., Professor of Communication Arts
Diane Merchant, Ph.D., '78, Associate Professor of Communication Arts
Kurt Moreland, A.B.D., '76, Assistant Professor of Communication Arts
David Robey, Ph.D., Professor of Communication Arts and Director of Forensics and Theatre
Margaret Wheeler, M.Ed., '64, Part-Time Instructor of Communication Arts
Matt Moore, M.A., '92, Adjunct Instructor of Communication Arts and Assistant Forensics Coach
Mischelle McIntosh, M.A., '77, Adjunct Instructor of Communication Arts
Miriam Miaddox Forum Nal t let e d
I
n the spring of 1997, the Department of
Communication Arts initiated the Miriam
Maddox Forum as a means to encourage alumni
of their programs to remain active with
communication arts students. "We refer to it as
an honorary alumni society for those who were
involved in forensics, debate, or in at least three theatre
productions with the Village Players," shared
Deborah Bush Haffey '68, associate professor and debate
coach. "We hope to encourage alums to help us continue
to foster good communications skills within our students
and those who will follow them."
The program is named after Miriam Maddox, who
devoted 27 years of her life as a professor in the
department. "Mrs. Maddox laid the foundation for our
debate, forensics, and theatre program. Many graduates
are branded with her philosophy of communication,
which was based on sincerity and integrity. Those are
important values to continue," Deborah said.
The Forum, under the direction of student officers, has
already fostered high school debate programs, including
an on-campus event for home-schooled students. The second High School Institute for Policy
Debate will take place this summer on campus from June 28-July 10, featuring many alumni
lecturers and mentors. Similar programs are in the works for forensics and theatre.
Any communication arts alumni wishing more information may contact the Department of
Communication Arts at 937-766-7959 or mmforum@cedarville.edu.
From The Director's Chair
A
s a college student, I often asked my
academic advisor, "But what can I do
with a communications major?" His reply
was always the same—"What can't you
do with it?" That response seemed of
little assurance to one who wanted a concrete solution.
I knew education majors became educators, nursing
majors became nurses, and science majors became
scientists. Did communication majors become
communicators? And, if so, did they actually get paid
for it?
It's been exciting to see how God has used me,
communication degree in hand, in so many varied
ways. No, it's not been concrete or even logical at
times. From a professional acting career to church
drama, from a fast-paced sales office to college
residence hall director, from high school play director
to director of alumni relations.. .one thing is consistent:
Clear Communication.
I hope you will enjoy this issue of Inspire as we
highlight the Department of Communication Arts and
some alumni who have found the importance of
Clear Communication.
Faith Linn '83
Director of Alumni Relations
P.S. Thanks, Dr. Phipps!
Spiritual Heritage Tour of
(Nino
& Mcotlnn6
July 9-22, 1999 Cedarville College
Westminster Abbey • Buckingham Palace • Warwick Castle •
Stratford-on-Avon • Trafalgar Square
Dr. James McGoldrick, Professor of History Dr. Martin Clark, Tour Host
For more information, please contact Dr. Martin Clark at:
(937) 766-7810 (800) 766-1115 P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, OH 45314
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Career
Winter Quarter saw three Career Link Days:
one for psychology, social work, and criminal
justice; one for Christian camps; and one for
Christian school recruitment. There were two
common themes: 1) Many of the organizations
visiting the campus were represented by
Cedarville alumni; 2) All had more attendees
than the previous year, with Christian school
recruitment totaling more than 68 schools from
18 states and 11 foreign countries. What are
the key ingredients for this growth in
attendance? The impact of alumni in the
organizations and the spreading reputation of
our graduates are vital elements.
The ability to encourage many large public,
private, and non-profit organizations to visit
campus is a direct result of the growing use of
CareerNet, the cooperation between alumni
and the Career Services Office. We have
major corporations looking for our experienced
graduates. Call 1 -444-JOB-4U11 to become a
CareerNet participant or to use our
growing services.
ArA
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The Alumni Council welcomes three new members to its ranks this year. Offering varied
backgrounds and experiences, these new council members are sure to provide a fresh perspective to
the operations of the council and the Alumni Association at large.
Mark Leach '81 continues the busy lifestyle he began in college.
He and his wife (Jan Callan '81, daughter of Don '84H and
Nedra Callan '84H) live in Hamilton, Ohio and are very active
in their church, Tri-County Baptist Church in West Chester,
Ohio. Mark is a deacon and Sunday school director, Jan is the
vice president of Women's Missionary Fellowship, and the
couple works together in heading up the missions program.
Mark works as a manager of technical publications for all
commercial programs with General Electric Aircraft Engines
and enjoys spending time with his children, Joel (13) and
Annie Marie (10), as well as playing golf, racquetball, and
coaching soccer. Excited about serving the Alumni Association
and the alumni in the Cincinnati area, Mark has already been
involved in planning some summer activities.
Kezia McNeal '92 taught grade school in DeKalb County, Georgia
for four years. During that time, she completed her master's
degree in 1996 at Mercer University. Presently in her third year as
a resident director at Cedarville College, Kezia also serves as an
adjunct instructor in the Department of Education and works as
the intercultural recruitment director for admissions. Kezia plans
to return to her home in Georgia in the fall to pursue her doctorate
in education at Emory University and then either return to
Cedarville to teach, work with a major corporation in its education
division, or teach outside of the country. In her four-year term on
the Alumni Council, Kezia hopes to help build significant
relationships between current students and alumni and develop
programs beneficial to both based on those relationships.
Val Roloff '65 is pleased to be joining the Alumni Council from
his home in St. Louis, Missouri where he resides with his wife,
Gail. Having worked for the Monsanto Corporation for 20 years,
most recently in inhalation toxicology, Val brings his corporate
experience and years of serving on various boards to the Alumni
Council. Val has a keen interest in student scholarships and will
be a vital part of the Alumni Development Committee within the
council. His son, Jason '96, and daughter-in-law, Shelley




faithfully served on the
Alumni Council for four
years. During that time,
she has been actively
involved on the Alumni
Development
Committee. Not only
did she spearhead the
Founders Hall print sale,




Sandy has brought to
the council many ideas,
much enthusiasm, and
more energy than seems
humanly possible, all
carefully wrapped with a
willingness to serve.
Thank you, Sandy!
Rod Lane '64 has also
completed a busy four-




within a school district
and serving on countless
boards, Rod has been
invaluable on the
Alumni Council.
His love for and interest
in students has
continually been
evidenced as he has
served on the Student
Relations Committee
throughout his term.
Rod has brought a quiet





the most appropriate of
times. Thank you, Rod!
HOMECOMING 111
OcroaR 15-16, 19
MARK YOUR CALENDAR TO ATTEND
CEDARVILLE COLLEGE'S HOMECOMING
AS WE ENJOY A CENTURY OF MEMORIES.
* CLASS REUNIONS FOR CLASSES ENDING IN
4 AND 9
* HOMECOMING PARADE
* HOMECOMING SOCCER GAME
* ALL-ALUMNI CHAPEL
* OPEN HOUSE FOR THE NEW RESIDENCE HALLS
* ALUMNI SOCCER GAME
* ALUMNAE VOLLEYBALL MATCH
* WOMEN'S VARSITY VOLLEYBALL MATCHES
* HERITAGE ALUMNI LUNCHEON
DEDICATION OF NEW ATHLETIC FIELDS








I Introduction to Dramatic Arts
/ World Literature
Principles of Earth and
Space Science
/ Racquetball
/ The Christian Life
Who can attend?
Christian teens like you!
Juniors in high school (2000
graduates) with a 3.0 (B) grade
point average or higher.
How do I apply?
III Call 1-11060111AIBILLEWe will send you an application.But hurry! We need your completed




If you are like many high school students,
you are already looking ahead to college.
Taking college courses, living on campus, and being on
your own will help you to prepare for your transition to
college. In just three weeks, you will complete college
courses and earn up to six credits toward your
college degree!
What else will I do
during Summer
Studies?
Summer Studies alumni cite the close friendships
made through the program as one of its
greatest benefits.
You'll build these bonds through all kinds of activities
like field trips, picnics, a day at Kings Island amusement
park, prayer meetings, and just hanging out!
Children of alumni receive five
credit hours of tuition FREE.




Alumni Baseball Weekendis just weeks away! As a
baseball player, have you
ever dreamed of a field that is absolutely
symmetrical? How about a wooden outfield fence, fu
irrigation system, Diamond Pro infield dressing, or an
outfield that never allows for a sun problem? If so,
you won't want to miss your opportunity to play on
just such a field at the alumni baseball game
scheduled for May 22, 1999. Mark your calendar and
plan to play on what will undoubtedly become known
as the best field in the state of Ohio. Watch your mail





Over 500 alumni, friends, and families made theirway back to Cedarville College for Alumni
Weekend on February 19-20. Of special interest was
the Artist Series on Friday night featuring the piano
duo of Markham and Broadway as they presented a
wonderful tribute to George Gershwin. Saturday was
day filled with basketball, renewing old
acquaintances, basketball, lots of laughter, and
more basketball!
Three outstanding individuals were inducted into
the Cedarville College Hall of Fame at a special
banquet on Friday evening. Formed in 1984, the Hall
of Fame gives special recognition to individuals who
have enjoyed significant achievements as a Cedarville
student athlete, as a Cedarville coach, or for other
athletic endeavors following their time at Cedarville.
The Hall of Fame is supported by the gifts of friends
of the College and of the athletic program.
The 1999 inductees include
Amy Lehr McIntosh '93 who enjoyed a successful
two-sport career in volleyball and basketball from
1989 through 1993. She holds school records and
conference titles in both sports. Ken Rucker '93 was
inducted in recognition of his outstanding basketball
career from 1989 through 1993. He is the only
player in school history with more than 2,000 points
and 1,000 rebounds. Also inducted was Mike DiCuirci,
professor of music since 1979. Mike has developed
the volunteer Yellow Jacket Pep Band from 35
members to a roster of 150. His efforts with the band
have clearly made the Athletic Center atmosphere one
of the most unique basketball experiences in America.
Winter Enrichment Conference Led
By John MacArthur
J 
ohn MacArthur, president of Master's College and
Seminary and senior pastor of Grace Community
Church, Sun Valley, California, spoke at Cedarville's
Winter Enrichment Conference
January 13-14. Although his
visit was cut short by the
unexpected death of his
mother, MacArthur delivered
the chapel messages Be Strong
in Our Declining Society and
  What is the Gospel? in addition
to his Wednesday evening service The Love of Truth and
the Hatred of Lying. MacArthur, host of the
internationally-broadcast radio program Grace to You,
also offered a special lecture and question and answer




The Division of Enrollment Management of Cedarville
College seeks an energetic person to serve as
hosting coordinator effective July 1, 1999. This
individual will coordinate the scheduling of campus
facilities as well as many of the conferences and events
that use the facilities each year. For more information,
contact David Ormsbee, Vice President for Enrollment
Management, Cedarville College, P.O. Box 601,






love my job!" says Stacy Saville '89, company
manager of The Human Race Theatre Company in
Dayton, Ohio.
As a theatre student at Cedarville College, Stacy
knew she wanted a career in the professional theatre.
She also knew that people in the arts often work
years before finding the perfect job. Thus, she feels
blessed to have a job suited to her skills so quickly after
graduating from college.
Actually, this job started before graduation. During Stacy's
senior year, Associate Professor of Theatre Gary W. Barker '86,
Stacy's academic advisor, was in rehearsal for a play at
The Human Race, where he regularly performs and is a resident
artist. One evening at rehearsal, the theatre artistic director
casually asked Gary if he knew of anyone to fill the upcoming
vacancy of company manager. Gary recommended Stacy. After
an interview with the theatre administrators, Stacy was hired on
a part-time basis midway through her senior year. Artistic
Director Marsh Hanna states, "We interviewed people with more
experience than Stacy. But we hired her because it was clear that
she was excited about the job and eager to learn."
Now full-time at The Human Race Theatre Company (one of
the few professional theatres in Ohio), Stacy's duties as
company manager are varied. Stacy oversees auditions, arranges
travel and housing for guest artists, coordinates contracts with
the artists and the professional unions, and compiles educational
resources for teachers concerning the theatre's productions.
She also serves as project assistant
for the Adventures in Time radio
programs which are a joint effort
between The Human Race and
WDPR (Dayton Public Radio). This
live radio series reviews Dayton
history and is directed by
Jim Leightenheimer '80, associate
professor of broadcasting at
Cedarville. Jim was hired in part
due to Stacy's recommendation.
Stacy comments, "I love
interacting with actors, directors,
and designers from around the
country. I learn so much." She is
grateful for the opportunity to share her faith in the arts
community. "One of the many things I learned from my
professors at Cedarville is that a true witness for God means
living out your beliefs on a daily basis. Each day I try to break
down preconceived notions about Christians by evidencing God's
love and doing my job to the best of my ability."
When Stacy started at the theatre, little did she know how
dramatically her life would change. Soon after starting work at
the theatre, she invited a co-worker, Joel Slanker (head carpenter
for the theatre), to attend church with her. Through the sharing of
Stacy's faith and interaction with Cedarville Bible Professor
Richard Blumenstock '63, Joel accepted Christ as his personal
Savior last summer. Stacy and Joel's personal relationship
developed, and they are now making plans for a
May 29, 1999 wedding.
"There is no place else I would rather work," enthuses Stacy.
"I have the opportunity to make a difference. I am grateful to the
theatre program at Cedarville for giving me the quality education




hen Kelli Kolesar graduated from Cedarville
College in 1991, she knew she wanted to
work in the field of communications.
After all, she had a degree in organizational
communications and a professional writing
emphasis. Looking back, Kelli recalls,
"It's difficult now to remember
where my training at Cedarville
stopped and my career began.
I guess it is just exciting and
awesome to see how God
builds experience upon
experience, always preparing
you for the next ministry
opportunity He will present."
Wanting to use her skills and
training to serve the Lord, Kelli
eagerly followed up on a
position with Regular Baptist
Press (RBP) in Schaumburg,
Illinois. In the fall of 1991,
Kelli began a three-year project
to develop a new line of
children's church curriculum
with RBP. To accomplish this
task, she was involved in creating the plan, hiring writers,
writing and editing the material, and producing the visual aids
and teaching helps.
Working in curriculum development prompted Kelli to pursue
seminary training, and, after over four years of being a part-time
Kelli Kolesar '91
student, she graduated from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in
December 1996 with a master of religious education degree.
During this time, Kelli continued to work at RBP where she helped
develop a new line of youth Bible studies (Youth Group Sessions)
and traveled around the country with a team of educators who led
training seminars for church workers. Her workshop repertoire
included children's church, storytelling, youth Bible studies, youth
curriculum, and women in discipleship ministry.
Leaving RBP in December 1997, Kelli worked on the staff at
Fox Valley Bible Church in St. Charles, Illinois while pursuing
some adjunct teaching opportunities. She was thrilled when Moody
Bible Institute offered her a full-time position as a part of their
communications faculty. Teaching speech communications, English
composition, and drama in ministry is a dream come true for Kelli.
"I love teaching. I love my subject matter. And most of all, I love
the students." The fact that Kelli has taken on the additional
responsibility of directing The Importance of Being Earnest
evidences this.
Kelli states that the training she received at Cedarville College
has been invaluable. "At Cedarville, I learned to develop a well-
organized presentation and to deliver it with passion. I learned to
think logically and to write clearly and concisely. I learned to work
with my peers to produce a quality product. As a teacher myself, I
have gone back to many of the things I learned at Cedarville—in
the classroom and out of it. I know that I am modeling much of my
teaching after the great teachers I have enjoyed in my own
education experience. My professors at the 'Ville were creative,
passionate, caring, and knowledgeable. They challenged me
academically, as well as spiritually. I am seeking to incorporate
those same elements into my own teaching ministry at Moody."
The True Liberal Art
I
ohn Jackson '84 is one of those remarkable people
who graduated with a degree in communications and
actually has a job with a title showcasing that
training. As director of communications for
The Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM), John is
putting to use in practical ways the theory and
experiences he received at Cedarville College.
'1 he communications department at TEAM helps missionaries,
fields, and office departments tell their story, developing
strategies as well as providing technical support. The staff
handles design ideas, layout, and materials, including printed
brochures/displays and audio/visual technology for use in
communicating with candidates, new members, churches,
supporters, and the North American public. The department is
also in charge of mass media promotion, including advertising in
publications, news releases, and information on TEAM's website
(www.TEAMworld.org). The staff produces TEAM Horizons, a
16-page magazine that is published three times a year and sent to
constituents; Inside TEAM, an in-house news publication for the
entire TEAM family; and Pray for Harvest, a bi-monthly
prayer bulletin.
How does one begin to accomplish such varied tasks within a
department? By having a director who understands the essence
of clear communication. In terms of how his Cedarville College
education prepared him for such a position, John states, "I would
say that I appreciated the broad base the communication arts
degree gave me. I had classes that covered interpersonal, small
group, public, and mass communication. I am operating on all of
these levels."
As a student, John was involved in many aspects of campus life
including drama productions, Cedars publications, student
government, and the Pi Delta tour club. He likes to tell people that
in college he received a 4.0 in
extracurriculars! However, he
contends that these activities were
an invaluable part of his education,
and they allowed him to gain many
skills that he uses today.
John recalls Department of
Communication Arts Chairman
Jim Phipps '68 saying,
"Communication arts is the true
liberal art."
"I'd have to agree," John states.
"I have taken that basis and applied
it in several different ways since
graduation. My job now requires
me to be a good public speaker,
trainer, negotiator, manager,
conflict manager, technician,
designer, producer, editor, and
creator. I learned the basics of those skills at Cedarville and but t
on them."
John lives in Wheaton, Illinois with his wife, Deanna Palmer '82.





oe '37 and Cletis Jacobs Waddle '37 can tell a good
many tales about the Village of Cedarville and
Cedarville College. Joe's family homestead sat where
Maddox Hall now stands, and Cedar Lake was once
a stream that ran through the Waddle farm. One of
the original trees from the Waddle farm still stands
tall on Cedarville College property.
In 1953 Joe's father sold the 100-acre farm to the College.
"The barn came down within a few years, but the house was
used as a medical facility until the mid-1980s," recalls Joe.
"The best thing that Cedarville College did was create a lake
from that muddy stream and build the campus around the lake.
It is just beautiful to see!" The Centennial Library was built in
1987 and is designed to overlook Cedar Lake.
The Engineering, Nursing, Science Center was constructed in
1992 and the Dixon Ministry Center in 1996. Currently ground
is being moved for the Student Life Center, which will be
located on the back edge of the lake and is scheduled for
completion by September 2000. "I love to keep in touch with
the College because it was once my home, literally! I would
like my dad to see all the changes and how 'our farm' has
grown!" exclaims Joe.
Joe also loves to attend the Cedarville College basketball
games with classmate and Class of 1937 President John
Tobias. For most home games, Joe and John can be found at
the top of the bleachers next to the broadcast booth.
They rarely miss a game and enjoy keeping records of the
Cedarville students who have played well for the College.
John enjoys a good competitive game and the respect that
Cedarville College students display.
"In 1937 Cedarville College costs ran $75 a semester,"
Cletis recalls. "For a two-year associate degree in education,
carrying 15 hours per semester, students paid about $300 for
their degree." Cletis and Joe both received scholarships to
attend Cedarville. "That's why we give back to Cedarville
College today," says Joe. "We feel like it's our turn to help
some students with their education." Joe's scholarship was for
basketball, and Cletis received $50 per semester from the
National Honor Society.
Cletis, Joe, and John agree their education was top-notch and
all the professors they had were challenging. But on certain
sunny spring days, they spent more time on the go in John's
1922 Chevrolet Phantom (complete with running boards) than
on their studies. "Learning in the class was important," states
John, "but we enjoyed learning beyond the books, too!"
Heritage Calendar Of Events
May 8
June 16
Cedar Day/Heritage Alumni Luncheon and Theatre
Lunch in the President's Dining Room at noon followed by
The Mon Who Come to Dinner in Alford Auditorium at 2 p.m.
Heritage Alumni Day at Cynergy Field
Lunch and baseball game, leaving at 9:30 a.m.
Cincinnati Reds vs. New York Mets
July 12 The Annual Heritage Alumnae Luncheon
Luncheon and program in the President's Dining Room at 11:45 a.m.
Enjoy fellowship with other Cedarville College educators, a special luncheon, and a unique presentation.
August 19 Trip to the Piatt Castles and Lunch
Visit two Civil War era homes near West Liberty, Ohio, leaving at 9 a.m. These homes, the Mac-A-Cheek Castle and the Mac-O-Chee Castle,
were built by the Piatt brothers and have long been favorite stops for visitors to west central Ohio. Lunch will follow the tour.
September Activity to be announced
October 16 Homecoming Luncheon
Chapel in the Dixon Ministry Center at 10 a.m.
Luncheon in the President's Dining Room 01 11:30 a.m.
Campus tour at 1 p.m.
Class Of 1978 Anticipates
25-Year Reunion
C
oming on the heels of their 20th reunion, the
Class of 1978 is already planning activities for
their Silver Anniversary celebration taking place
in 2003. Plans include a Silver Anniversary
kickoff in the spring of 2000 and a reunion gift
to establish the Silver Anniversary
Endowed Scholarship.
Seventy classmates attended the 20th year activities in
October 1998, during which several in the class helped
announce the beginning of the 25th year reunion gift.
Already over $6000 has been given by the class to establish
the scholarship. Tom Mohler, a member of the class's 25-year
planning committee, said, "We wanted to begin this effort now
so that in 2003 we could present to the College a substantial
gift. There is something very significant in 25 years. Perhaps it
is related to 'mid-life crisis,' but at this stage you really reflect
on those things that influenced your life. Cedarville was that
for most in our class."
Although parameters are still being established for the
scholarship, the planning committee hopes to initially award
its first scholarships in 2004 to children of members of the
class who wish to attend Cedarville. "We could invest in
physical objects and present those as a gift to Cedarville, but
what better asset for our class to invest in than the hearts and
souls of our own children," added Tom. "We want to assure
that one or more of our kids can establish the same spiritual
foundation that many of us established while at Cedarville."




takes place in May
2000 during Parents
Weekend. Classmates
and their families will
be invited to take part
in weekend activities











The stage of Alford Auditorium came to life onFebruary 11-13 as the Department of
Communication Arts presented Little Women. This play
is based on the well-known novel which tells the story
of four girls and their experiences as they mature into
young women. Directed by Mischelle L. McIntosh '77,
this play also included a 30-minute "talk-back"
session conducted by a student dramaturg. Faculty,
staff, students, and the community enjoyed this heart-
warming evening of theatre.
Alumnus Goes On The Air With
Focus On The Family
Rex M. Rogers '74, presidentof Cornerstone College, joined
Dr. James Dobson and a panel of
experts on the Focus on the
Family radio program to discuss
the harm and high cost of
legalized commercial gambling
The two-part series, Gambling: You Can't Win, aired
on January 25-26.
Dr. Rogers' book Seducing America: Is Gambling a
Good Bet? was published in 1997. Dr. Rogers has
been interviewed concerning this issue on 75 radio
programs, including the nationally-syndicated Janet
Parshal's America in Arlington, Virginia, Open Line on
the Moody Network, and Larry Burkett's Money
Matters and Money Watch.
Kay Coles James Visits
As Staley Lecturer
Kay Coles James, dean of the Robertson School ofGovernment at Regent University, presented the
annual Staley Lectures January 19-21. Mrs. James'
lectures were on the theme Christians in the Public
. ,Arena and were titled Transforming Myself,
cans forming My Community, and Transforming
merica. In addition to the formal presentations
. during the chapel hour, Mrs. James interacted with
students in class, encouraging their awareness of and
intentional engagement in the culture wars currently





established in 1998 and
funded by a Cedarville
College trustee and his
le. The purpose of this
scholarship is to
'recognize Cal Thomas for
his conservative influence
and impact on the national media and to encourage
Cedarville College students to enter media careers
with the intention of and the competencies to
influence the media for Jesus Christ." Eight students
eceived S2500 each as the first recipients of this
prestigious award. Beyond lending his name to the
scholarship, Cal Thomas has offered to maintain
contact with each student recipient and to act as a
mentor to them as they finish their education and
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C
onstruction has begun in ea
rnest for Cedarville
College's first student cente
r. The Student Life
Center will advance the qua
lity of student campus
living in much the way as 
recent academic
buildings and the Dixon Mi
nistry Center have
advanced the quality of the
 students' academic and 
spiritual
lives. The Student Life Cen
ter will combine a number
 of
functions under the same r
oof, including:
*Bookstore: The expande
d floor space of the Stude
nt Life
Center bookstore will pro
vide far more effective s
ervice to
students, faculty, alumni, a
nd guests.
*Student Recreation: I
nformal spaces for student 
recreation
and relaxation are at a pr
emium on campus. The St
udent
Life Center will provide sp
aces for game rooms and
lounges, including a commut





ead around many buildings
 on
campus, will have several
 key spaces within the Stu
dent
Life Center. Some of tho
se include the Student Gove
rnment
Association (SGA), the stu
dent radio station (WSRN)
,





ooking Cedar Lake, the 90
0-seat
dining hall will accommod
ate a growing campus
population.
* Post Office: The new fa
cility will provide the most
convenient location for stu
dents to receive their mail 
and
adequate space for mail pr
ocessing and distribution.
* Theatre: The new the
atre will help take the dra
ma program
to a new level and positio
n the College to prepare m
ore
Christians to make a greate
r impact on our culture for
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The Student Life Center is scheduled for completion by September 2000.




ne of the most thrilling developments for Cedarville College is the new
Student Life Center, with completion scheduled for Fall Quarter 2000.
For the Department of Communication Arts, it is a particularly exciting
challenge that the Student Life Center will include a state-of-the-art
theatre facility.
The planned theatre facility is the only component which will span both the
upper and lower levels of the building. The upper level will include the theatre
auditorium—a 400-plus seat performance space with strategically stacked seating
to enhance visibility. Theatre Consultant Mark Shanda of The Ohio State
University is working extensively with the architects of S.E.M. Partners to
provide guidance concerning contemporary technological developments in stage
lighting and sound design. Mark's expertise proved invaluable in recommending
solutions to questions concerning stage rigging systems (in particular, a stage
fully capable of being raised and lowered to facilitate moving large pieces of
scenery on and offstage) and increasing the potential for special effects.
Mark was also able to guide in terms of compliance with the Americans With
Disabilities Act to help ensure accessibility and comfort for all patrons.
The desire of the theatre arts faculty is to provide state-of-the-art performance
experiences for both students and audience members. The educational aspect of
the program is very important as the faculty members continually challenge
themselves to provide adequate and safe rehearsal space, teach students high
standards of performance technique and practice, present current performance
theory and research technique, and thoroughly prepare students for graduate
study, teaching, and professional activity.
It is the intent to provide, both technologically and educationally, a
state-of-the-art theatre program. One example of a particularly exciting feature
of the new theatre facility is the sprung wood floor planned for the roomy
rehearsal space. This will greatly enhance the safety of movement training and
stage choreography, and enhance the experience provided in such classes as
advanced acting and creative dramatics. The theatre arts faculty is thrilled that
the new facility will be ready for use so close to the implementation of the
proposed theatre major, which (pending board approval) will help continue to
prepare talented students to represent Christ to the fullest extent.
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Dale Thomson '56 recently retired from the faculty of Malone College.
60s
Jim Neely '61 and his wife, Carol, have completed 23 faithful years of
service at Washington Heights Baptist Church in Dayton, Ohio. The church
recognized them with a gathering of family and friends and established an
annual mission workteam scholarship in Jim's name.
70s
Preston Butcher '70 was recently installed as assistant director of the
Midwest district of the IRS in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He has tax
administration jurisdiction over 1250 employees within the tri-state area
of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Nebraska.
John Kesler '72 has accepted the position of president of WW Jr. Juice
Company, a grape juice bottling plant.
David '76 and Linda Suter Chapman '73 were presented with a trip
to the Holy Land by the congregation of Fostoria Baptist Church, where
David is senior pastor. The gift was in celebration of their twenty-fifth
wedding anniversary and in recognition of faithful service since 1985.
Dale Johnson '76 was named 1998 Faculty of the Year and also
received the Governor's Distinguished Professor Award. Dale is an
associate professor of history at Southern Wesleyan University in Central,
South Carolina. Dale and his wife, Susan, reside in Easley, South Carolina
with their daughter, Taylor.
Lori Richards Atkins '77N currently works as a certified critical care
nurse in the Open Heart ICU at MedCentral Health Systems Mansfield
Hospital in Mansfield, Ohio. Lori and her husband, Dan, have three
daughters, Tecca (22), Bethanie (13), and Allison (6). They also have one
granddaughter, Averi (1). The Atkins live in Mansfield, Ohio and are active
members of Berean Baptist Church.
fl
Donald Hare, Jr. '77 has been named principal
training analyst in The Timken Company's
steel business.
Dennis Burns '78 is pastor at Faith Baptist
Church in Kenton, Ohio. David Warren '64
was guest speaker at the church's annual
Fall Bible Conference. He addressed "What God's
  People Must Be." Dave '82 and
Darlene Fitch Murdoch '69 ministered in song during the conference
Warren Throckmorton '79 recently had an article published in the
October issue of the Journal of Mental Health Counseling. The article
reviews successful efforts to help people overcome homosexuality.
Alums Inducted To Hall Of Fame
Larry Bollback '75 and Evandro Batista '77 were
named to the NAIA Men's Soccer National Hall of Fame on
Nov. 21, 1998. They were officially inducted at the Mercedes-Benz
49th Annual NAIA Men's Soccer Hall of Fame Banquet at
Birmingham-Southern College in Birmingham, Alabama. Both serve
as missionaries in Portugal; Larry is affiliated with Word of Life
International, and Evandro works with the Association of Baptists for
World Evangelism (ABWE).
Larry Rollback '75 Evandro Batista '77
80s
Valde Garcia '81 was elected to the Michigan House of Representatives
in November 1998 and sworn in as a state representative on January 13, 1999.
His wife, Karla Sayles Garcia '83N, is now administrative assistant for
the Michigan House of Representatives appropriation chairman.
Steve Keller '81 has been named head of A&R of i.v. Records, a new
Nashville label dedicated to music production and artist development in
the rock/pop genre. Steve is currently producing two new bands for i.v.
and is helping to oversee the recent release of the label's first act,
Wes Cunningham.
Daniel Betzel '82 has been accepted as
fellow into "The Masters Program, a New
Paradigm in Wealth Strategies Planning."
This is a three-year, post-doctoral fellowship
for attorneys who aspire to be counted
among an elite group of estate planning
attorneys.
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Timothy Graham '82 was named the 1998 Michigan Teacher of the
Year. Tim has also been chosen as a state finalist for a Presidential Award
for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching. Tim is a chemistry
teacher at Roosevelt High School in Wyandotte, Michigan.
Teresa Heeney Estes '83 teaches elementary general music and high
school vocal and general music. She and her husband, Don, reside in
Scottsbluff, Nebraska with their two children, Annemarie and Jon-Michel.
Kurt Wilcox '84 recently accepted a position with G.D. Searles as a
research scientist. Kurt, his wife, Faye Horton Wilcox '82, and their
three children went on a short-term missions trip to Aracatuba, Brazil in
July 1998.
Dan Barf ell '85 is senior pastor of the Calvary Baptist Church of
Coshocton, Ohio. He is married to Elena Michael Barfell '86.
John Sidle '85 has been named team leader for the Indiana University-
Moi University collaborative program in Kenya, Africa. John teaches
medical school and coordinates medical rotations for visiting faculty,
residents, and students from five American universities. John completed
his medical residency at Indiana University Medical School. He will be in
Eldoret, Africa until July 2000.
Chad Bresson
Receives Friend Of The
Family Award
(had Bresson '86, news
director for CDR Radio, received the
Friend of the Family Award from the
Christian Family Network (CFN) on
January 22 in Dayton.
CFN champions Christ-centered
values on a variety of issues that
affect Christians. CFN President
Donald Jackson, who presented the award, remarked, "Chad is a
credit not only to the Christian community, but to the entire Miami
Valley area served by the MDR news department...Without Chad's
no-nonsense, balanced reporting of issues in a very timely manner,
many of us who are involved in the day-to-day pro-family arena
would be unaware of many developments directly affecting our lives.
I can think of no other person more deserving of the Friend of the
Family Award." Jackson noted that Bresson has helped WCDR become
"one of the best local-area news departments in the country."
DeMaurice Smith '85 has been selected to become counsel to the
deputy attorney general of the United States. In September, De was listed
as one of the top 40 attorneys in Washington, D.C. by Washingtonian
magazine. He and his wife, Karen, reside in Silver Spring, Maryland with
their daughter.
Kirk '86 and Donna Douglas Fairhurst '86 reside in Mexico, Maine,
where Kirk is senior pastor of First Baptist Church. Kirk is still playing
basketball and using his talents to build bridges and win souls for Christ.
Tamala Whitaker '86 is an underwriting manager in the commercial
lines department of The Cincinnati Insurance Companies.
Brian Ethridge '89 has recently taken the position of administrative
pastor at Northwest Chapel in Dublin, Ohio. He and his wife,
Julie Young Ethridge '92, and their children, James (4) and Emily (1),
are glad to be close to the 'Ville again.
Steve Gerhardt '89 joined the Proposal
Systems Group in data services. Steve is
currently working with a team to rewrite the
software to rate business owners' coverage.
His wife, Sherri Hannay Gerhardt '88,
works at Sparrow Hospital in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit. Steve and Sherri reside
in Grand Ledge, Michigan. They have two
sons, Daniel (3) and Ryan (2), and are expecting their third child in July.
90s
Gary Hoag '90 continues to serve as the director of the annual fund
and athletics development at Biala University in California. His wife,
Jenni Pickrell Hoag '90, stays at home with their two children,
Sammy (3) and Sophie (2).
Mark Nickoson '90 is working as a database analyst at Lockheed
Martin Corporation in Dayton, Ohio.
David Ryan '90 has become the senior pastor at Grace Baptist Church
in Canton, Ohio. David and his wife, Linda Garrigan '90, have two
children, Allison (4) and Karis (1).
Pete Savard '90 recently became the director of the emergency
department at Fayette Memorial Hospital in Connersville, Indiana.
His wife, Ann Nicholson Savard '90, stays at home with their three
children, Sara (6), Emily (2), and Parker (10 months).
Todd '91 and Melanie Harty Bailey '91 reside in Piqua, Ohio where
Todd is the pastor of Hope Chapel.
Eric Johnson '91 works for Hershey Chocolate USA in quality assurance.
He and his wife, Gwendolyn Workman Johnson '92, have been
married seven years and have a son, Trent Walker (9 months). Gwen quit
her job as a first grade teacher to stay home with Trent.
Steve Jones '92 and Gail Carroll '94
were engaged August 14, 1998.
A wedding is planned for March 27, 1999,
at Washington Heights Baptist Church in
Dayton, Ohio.
Seth Kinley '92 was one of three
certified athletic trainers awarded a
fellowship by Hughston Sports Medicine
Foundation. Seth has begun graduate studies at Auburn University
(Alabama). He and his wife, Gwynne Davies Kinley '92, reside in
Columbus, Georgia, where Gwynne is a technical writer for
Total System Services, Inc.
Brett Tipton '92 has been accepted to the staff of Campus Crusade for
Christ. He is raising support as he awaits his permanent placement.
Brett received a master's degree in communication and rhetoric from
The University of Akron (Ohio) in May 1997.
Robb Fogg '94 was selected to receive the Ohio Governor's Award for
Excellence in Youth Science Opportunities. He is teaching at Dayton
Christian High School (Ohio).
Greg Milentis '94 graduated in December from Purdue University
(Indiana) with a master's degree in professional business communications.
Greg is working at General Electric as a customer account specialist.
He lives in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Allison Stolar '94 recently returned from a 12-day mission trip to the
Dominican Republic. She led a group of 12 high school students from
Dayton Christian School (Ohio), where she has taught for four years.
Working in conjunction with students from Logos Christian School, the
group spent their time helping an orphanage. Allison plans to lead two
more short-term missions trips to Mexico this summer.
Blair (open '95 works as the special education teacher for the
Residential Treatment Unit, the cellblock assigned to inmates with
psychiatric problems, at the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility (SOCF) in
Lucasville. Blair has been named SOCF Teacher of the Year in 1995 and
1997. Also in 1997, he was recognized as the first Ohio Mental Health
Bureau Teacher of the Year. Blair is married to Joy McVey (open '95.
Lon Etchison '95 was honored for his completion of Class 1.C. advanced
fire training from the Xenia Township Fire Department.
Lon resides in Xenia, Ohio.
Paula Faris '97 has joined Lord, Sullivan &
Yoder, Inc. as a broadcast production coordinator.
She is responsible for overseeing all television and
radio advertising production for clients.
Ben '98 and Holly Burnett Nordaas '98
are enjoying building relationships as they teach
in China.
Andrew Shaw '98 has begun first-year studies at The Dickinson School
of Law of The Pennsylvania State University.
Matthew Stutzman '98 recently completed the aviation electronics
technician "0" level course taught at the Naval Air Technical Training
Center in Pensacola, Florida. Matthew obtained the basic knowledge and
skills needed to perform maintenance on U.S. Navy aircraft
electronic systems.
Mark Warren '98 is making compact discs available for the Class of
'98 song. For more information about obtaining this CD, contact Mark at
(616) 531-3178 or markwarrenl@juno.com.
Alumnae Continue Education
In Accelerated Program
Laurie Whaley '97 and Emily Wiljamaa '98, both
graduates of the communication arts program, are continuing their
education at Tiffin University. Enrolled in an intense accelerated
program, Laurie and Emily will graduate in May 1999 with MBA
degrees after just 10 months. They cite their education at Cedarville
College as one that prepared them spiritually, academically, and
technologically.
"Our experience at Cedarville prepared us greatly for
graduate work. The biblical
integration prepared us to be
integrated in a secular environment
while understanding ethics and how
God relates to everything in life.
We were well-prepared to do
research through Dr. Lopez's
research teaching and our senior
research projects. In graduate
school, much of the work is
research-based, and we have been
far above our colleagues in these skills because of the Cedarville
College library and technology resources. The daily integration of
technology forced us to learn how to use new and cutting edge
technologies. The computer network at Cedarville has proven to be
far superior to the average school network," state Emily and Laurie.
Upon completion of their MBAs, Laurie and Emily look forward
to integrating their communication skills with their business
knowledge as they work in human resources, public relations, event
planning, or marketing. As they enter the corporate world, it is their
prayer that their testimonies will shine brightly in the ever-
increasing darkness.
ONE IN CHRIST
Kelly Jones '87 and Robert Lee were married August 1, 1998 in
Lincoln, Nebraska. They reside in Thompsons Station, Tennessee, where
Kelly is preparing for the birth of their first child. Robert is vice president
at FIDATA, a computer company.
Jerald Kimble '91 and Leslie Luginbill
were married September 26, 1998 in
Indiana. Jerald serves as the youth and
worship pastor at Bible Baptist Church in
Peru, Indiana. Leslie teaches piano at
Peru Music Center.
Rebekah Scott '92 and Robert Patten
were married March 14, 1998.
Rebekah works as a computer
programmer for Cornerstone Data
Systems, and Robert is a marketing
analyst at Central Illinois Light Company.
They reside in Peoria, Illinois.
Judi Scott '95 and Kyle Dunham
were married August 1, 1998 in
Lake Orion, Michigan. They have
settled in Cincinnatus, New York,
where Kyle is youth pastor at First
Baptist Church of Cincinnatus. He
also attends Baptist Bible Seminary.
Judi currently works at the church
part-time and substitute teaches in
area schools.
Randy Joiner '94 and
Christine Lark were married
October 17, 1998. Randy is an
accountant, and Christine attends
Oakland University. They live in
Utica, Michigan.
Phil Lankford '95 and Sandra
Peura '95 were married
May 24, 1997 in Langhorne,
Pennsylvania. They reside in
Southampton, Pennsylvania.
Julie Martindale '96 and
Brian Neils were married
October 10, 1998.
Several Cedarville alumni were
in the wedding party. Julie and
Brian both work for Focus on the
Family, where Julie is a special
events representative, and Brian
is a media assistant. They live in
Manitou Springs, Colorado.
Jonathan Jackson '97 and Christina Jackson '97 were married
June 21, 1997. The Jacksons have made their home in Wheaton, Illinois,
where Christina works in recruitment for Judson College and Jonathan
works for ServiceMaster.
Nathan James '97 and Melissa Mealer were married
December 21, 1998. Nathan is an engineer with Parson Telecomm in
Memphis, Tennessee.
Megan McMacken '97 and John Rock were married
November 14, 1998. They met through a lunch-hour Bible study at FANUC
Robotics North America where they both currently work. They have made
their home in Armada, Michigan.
Peter McLeod '98 and Jennifer Henry '95 were married
July 18, 1998 in Tallmadge, Ohio. Both fathers officiated and many
Cedarville alumni participated in the wedding. The couple spent their
honeymoon in the Adirondacks and Lake Placid and now reside in New
Cumberland, Pennsylvania. Peter works at Naval Depot.
Angela Meredith '98 and David McArthur were married
June 20, 1998 in Michigan. They honeymooned in the Upper Peninsula
and now reside in Cass City, Michigan. Angela is substitute teaching, and
David works for Cole Carbide Industries.
Holly Wilson '98 and Jeremy Lewis were married October 3, 1998 at
Beavercreek First Assembly of God in Beavercreek, Ohio.
HANDIWORK
Of GOD
Calvin '80 and Susan Dye Swank '89 announce the birth of
Daniel Thomas on September 28, 1998. He joins Kyle (2) at home in
Fort Worth, Texas. Calvin is the controller at Con-Way Truckload Services,
and Susan is a homemaker.
Tammy Champlin Buffington '82 and her husband, Scott, announce
the birth of Levi Scott on December 3, 1998. They are extremely thankful
that God has graciously given them Levi.
Robert '83 and
Robin Jessup Bolds '83 announce
the birth of Gillian Tayloi on
June 27, 1998. She was welcomed
home by her sister, Victoria (3), in
Dublin, Ohio.
Tammy Will Daroay '83 and her
husband, Peter, announce the birth of
Annalise Renee on
November 12, 1998. She joins
siblings Andrea (10), Adam (8), and
Andrew (5) at home in
Galloway, Ohio.
Debbie Schonfeld Ascari '87 and her husband, Dino, announce the
birth of Steven Andrew on December 6, 1998. He joins his older brother,
Michael (2), and half-sisters, Kristy (17) and Dina (14).
Dave '87 and Vol Hite Smallman '85 announce the birth of Shelly
Autumn on October 1, 1998. Brothers Adam (7) and Ryan (4) welcomed
her home in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Dave and Val are now missionary
appointees with ABWE to Joinville, Brazil. Their goal is to be in Brazil in
the year 2000. Dave will graduate in May from Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary with a master's degree in theological studies. Currently, they are
serving at Northland Baptist Church by directing the youth ministry and
being involved in music and teaching.
Robert '88 and Susan Dean Bowman '87 announce the birth of
Brent Robert. He was born September 25, 1998 and joins two sisters,
Joy (5) and Hannah (3). Robert is a staff attorney at Camden Regional
Legal Services in Camden, New Jersey. The family attends Hope Chapel in
Pine Hill.
Scot '88 and Tina Skiver Schieferstein '87 announce the birth of
Angelique Eileen on September 19, 1998. The family lives in
Wyoming, Michigan.
Dan '88 and Terrilyn Mackenzie Shepherd '87 announce the birth
of Joel Bartholomew on August 16, 1998. He joins siblings Rachel (8),
Andrew (3), and Seth (2) at home in Indianapolis, Indiana.
David '88 and Christie Renberg Sommers '89 announce the birth
of Kendra Mikayla. She was born December 4, 1998 and joins siblings
Joshua (4) and Kirsten (2) at home in Richland, Washington.
Tommie Nasse Towse '88 and her husband, Derek, announce the
birth of Katherine on November 4, 1997. The family has settled in
Canajoharie, New York.
Debbie Dysert Wright '88 and her husband, Randy, announce the
birth of Caleb Ray on July 20, 1998. Preston (8), Lauren (6), and Erin (4)
welcomed him in Ashtabula, Ohio.
Craig '89 and Tricia Kellogg Fee '91 announce the birth of Benjamin
Mitchell on October 24, 1998. He joins Andrew (2) at home in
Pottersville, New York.
David '89 and Bethany Goeppner Kush '89 announce the birth of
Benjamin Ruh(lall on May 7, 1998. Ben jumin joins ;,ridrew (7) aikj
Mollie (4) at home in Royal Palm Beach, Florida.
Sandra Hudon Reep '89 and her husband, James Edward, announce
the birth of James Michael on October 12, 1998. The Reep family lives in
South Carolina, where Eddie is a medical waste route driver and Sandy is
a reference librarian.
Kevin Schleinitz '89 and
his wife, Hope, announce the
birth of Noah James on
October 29, 1998. He was
welcomed by his sister,
Mackenzie (2), at home in
Springfield, Ohio.
Loren '89 and
Sue Moyer Tucker '89
announce the birth of
Danielle Lynn on August 1,
1998. David (5) and
Kristianna (3) welcomed her.
Loren is currently the youth
pastor at South Valley Baptist
Church in Geelong, Australia.
Darcey Floyd Harraka '90 and her husband, George, announce the
birth of Kelly Noelle on November 29, 1998. Ducey works as a human
resource representative for a computer consulting firm. George is a doctor
of chiropractic with two offices. The Harraka family resides in
Randolph, New Jersey.
Derricka Hockensmith Hawout '90N and her husband, Eric,
announce the birth of Micah John on May 4, 1998. His sister, Macey (3),
welcomed him home. Eric is a gospel singer, and they attend the First
Baptist Church of Howland. The Hawouts have settled in Warren, Ohio.
Stephanie Swift Mayotte '90 and her husband, Chris, announce the
birth of Daniel Joseph on November 12, 1998. The family resides in
Westerville, Ohio.
David '90 and Linda Gagnebin Ulmer '91 announce the birth of
Riley David on August 29, 1998. He joins his three sisters, Sylvia (6),
Victoria (3), and Leandra (2), at home in Xenia, Ohio. David is a staff
nurse at Children's Hospital Medical Center.
Alan '91 and
Dorothy Thomas Ashley '90
announce the birth of Andrew
Benaiah. He was born on
December 22, 1998 and joins his
sister, Erin (2), at home in North
Plainfield, New Jersey.
Alan recently joined Preferred
Pension Planning Corporation as a pension consultant, and Dotty enjoys
staying home with the children. They attend Hydewood Park Baptist Church.
Dan '91 and Bridgot Vissman Byrum '87 announce the birth of
Natalie Kathleen on December 26, 1996. She joins her siblings, Hannah
and Dan Michael, at home where Bridgot is a day-care provider. Dan and
Bridgot went on a short-term missions trip to West Africa in January to
help build a missionary home.
Shane '91 and
Lisa Nuciglio Hardy '91
announce the birth of Joseph
Thomas on August 25, 1998. He
joins a brother, Andrew, at home in
Springboro, Ohio.
Rod Latham '91 and
Lorna Murphy Latham '91N
announce the birth of Patrick Rohan
on January 10, 1998. Patrick joins
his brother, Zachary (3), at their
home in Victoria, Australia. Rod is a
sales manager with Structural Timber Industry.
Bill Pardi '91 and his wife, Jodie, announce the birth of William Ryan
on November 2, 1998. Ryan joins a brother, Philip Cody (3), at home in
Edgewood, Washington.
Tim Alexander '92 and his wife, Darlene, announce the birth of Nicolas
Micaiah on May 15, 1998. His brother, Christian (2), welcomed him
home. Tim works as a professional clinical counselor at Akron Child
Guidance Center (Ohio). Darlene stays at home with the boys. Tim and
Darlene teach parenting classes in their local church with alumni Bob '90
and Debbie Christner Curtis '92.
William "Butch" '92 and Dawn Hicks Davis '90 announce the
birth of Emma leighAnne on October 2, 1998. Butch is the business
manager of the Clubs Department for Word of Life Fellowship in Schroon
Lake, New York. Dawn stays at home to care for Emma.
Craig '92N and
Karen Williams Fuller '93 announce
the birth of Natalie Joy Hu on
November 10, 1998. She joins the family
with much praise to the Lord because their
first child, Breck Thomas, went home to
be with Jesus on February 20, 1997.
The family of three resides in Columbus,
Ohio. Craig is a golf course superintendent
at New Albany Country Club and Karen
enjoys staying at home with Natalie.
Brian '92 and Mia Morrel Guinther '91 announce the birth of
Morganne Sara on March 13, 1998. The family resides in
Matthews, North Carolina.
Melinda Wallace Howard '92 and
her husband, Brian, announce the birth
of Emma Michaela on April 18, 1998.
She joins a sister, Bethany (3), at home
in Springfield, Ohio. Melinda quit her job
in payroll at Heidelberg Finishing to take
care of the girls and is involved with
the youth at their church. Brian is the
LAN administrator at American
Securities Group.
Mary Birley Janschek '92 and her husband, Steve, announce the
birth of Seth Austin on June 3, 1998. They live in Winfield, Kansas.
Jennifer Heritage Pask Van '92 and her husband, Joseph, announce
the birth of Julia Kathryn on December 16, 1998. Big brothers Daniel (4),
Trey (3), and Joshua (17 months) welcomed her home in
Atlanta, Georgia. Jennifer is excited to have a little girl. She stays home
with the children while Joseph works as a flight scheduler in domestic
planning for Delta Air Lines.
Jeff '93 and Kristine Morgan Lindaberry '94N announce the birth
of their two children.
Chelsea was born in
September 1995 and Caleb
was born in May 1998.
Kristine is a dental hygienist,
and Jeff is in his third year
of medical school at the
University of Osteopathic
Medicine. They reside in
Hilliard, Ohio.
Jeff '93 and
Jackie Bondorff Robey '93
announce the birth of Jana Elizabeth
on November 2, 1998. Jeff is a three-
state manager with a medical sales
company, and Jackie teaches piano
and voice. They have settled in
Cincinnati, Ohio and enjoy being
involved with the praise team at
Hope Evangelical Flee Church.
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Cynthia Gannon Storer '93 and her husband, Jeff, announce the birth
of Sydney Elizabeth on January 23, 1999. Sydney joins Victoria (2) at
home in Springfield, Ohio.
Nathan '94 and Kristine Deshetsky Bickel '94 announce the birth
of Kaleb Allen on October 22, 1998. His sister, Lauren (2), welcomed him.
The family lives in Howell, Michigan.
Andrew Shearer '94 and his wife,
Sarah, announce the birth of Amiel Mae
on October 1, 1998. They reside in
El Segundo, California, where they
minister to the youth at
Gardena Bible Church.
Rebecca Lunn Woodman '94 and her
husband, Michael, announce the birth of
twins, Seth Michael and Laura Gail, on
October 23, 1998. They recently moved to
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, where Michael works for First Security
Services. Rebecca enjoys caring for the twins at home.
Jeff '95 and Kimberly Pletcher Miller '96 announce the birth of
Katelyn Elizabeth on November 5, 1998. The Millers live in
Fairborn, Ohio.
Jennifer Sloan Tabor '95 and her
husband, Eric, announce the birth of
Ryan Eric on May 17, 1998.
The Tabors live in Crossville, Tennessee,
where Jennifer is pursuing a master's
degree in social work at the
University of Tennessee, and Eric is a
manager at Food Lion. Ryan's older
cousin, Quinn Sloan, was born
December 11, 1997. Quinn is the son
of John '93 and
Jenine Hyten Sloan '93.
The Sloans make their home in Grand Rapids, Michigan, where John
attends Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary and Jenine is a SIG) nurse at
Spectrum Health East Campus.
Chad '95 and
Michelle Steenwyk Wingert '94
announce the birth of Katie Lynnae
on August 6, 1998. The Wingerts
reside in Falling Waters,
West Virginia.
Bill '96 and Marcie Duez Curry '97 announce the birth of Quinn on
January 7, 1999. The family resides in Middletown, Ohio.
Jeff '96 and Tiffany Trimble Nelson '95 announce the birth of
Michaela Grace on October 21, 1998. Caleb (2) is very excited to be a big
brother and is always full of hugs and kisses for her. The Nelsons live in
Springfield, Ohio and are preparing to go to Brazil with Evangelical
Baptist Missions.
Chad '97 and Marnie Ehlers Butler '97N announce the birth of
Alexandria Joy on December 28, 1998. She joins Daniel (18 months) at
home in Barren, Wisconsin.
Focus ON THE
FIE LD
Bob Howder '59 and his wife, Esther, continue to serve with the
Association of Baptists for World Evangelism (ABWE) reaching Japanese in
Singapore. As the ministry grows, they become more aware of the need
for younger leadership for the extension office and more full-time
professors and staff. Pray that the men and women God has been
preparing for this team—whoever and wherever they are—will soon be
in place.
John '64 and Judy Marcellus Bigelow '67 have much to be excited
about. Their ministry with Baptist Mid-Mission in Juneau, Alaska continues
to thrive as they have seen an increased attendance in church services,
spiritual growth, and several baptisms. They are also excited about seeing
old friends in October for Homecoming 1999 and visiting their fifth son
who will be a freshman at Cedarville College in the fall.
Boyd '65 and Kathy Johnson Griffith '68 praise the Lord for the
work of 400 missionaries in Europe and for the privilege of serving them
in Colorado at the Greater Europe Mission (GEM) International
Headquarters. Their "personalized video" presents the needs of Europe
and tells the story of GEM while weaving in their own involvement.
The Griffiths spent 20 years with Trans World Radio and enjoyed a
reunion with 175 people in Cary, North Carolina in September 1998.
Joyce Rudduck '66 is thrilled to be back in Bangladesh after several
delays and some health problems. She is thankful for a new house and
asks that you will continue to pray for her health and adjustment back to
life in Bangladesh.
Jon '67 and Katy Griffin Skillman '69 arrived in Bethel, Alaska in
October 1998. "Bethel reminds me of a frontier town like in the old
cowboy movies," states Jon. "Wooden sidewalks, lots of natives, and a
rough but friendly atmosphere." Katy is working at the local hospital,
doing work much like she did at Cedarville College's Patterson Clinic.
Jon is helping out at the mission radio station, KYKD.
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Chuck Truxton '67 and his wife, Bev, are experiencing an "empty nest"
now that their children have moved away. During their last term, they
completed 25 years of service in Nigeria.
Joe '68 and Sharon Tallman Hollaway '68 are praising the Lord for
the opportunity to meet with college students on campus each week near
their home in Ireland. They are also thankful to have the opportunity to
share their building project by means of video.
Dan Lacey '68 and his wife, Betty, (with Baptist Mid-Missions in (aen,
France) are thinking about starting another work in a nearby area.
Many have expressed their desire to be a part of the team that will
initiate this project. Their church will also begin a period of training for
those who would like to more fully participate in ministry.
John Rueck '68 and his wife, Faye, share that summer attendance at
camp and 22 different Five-Day Clubs was excellent. They now embark on
teaching training courses for Good News Clubs with Child Evangelism
Fellowship, Inc. in Hungary.
Nancy Towle Jones '69 and her husband, Roy, state that the face of
Spain is changing and the church in Coslada has been affected by that
change. With the influx of people from the former Eastern block
countries, there have been three Romanian families coming to church.
Pray that the Joneses might be able to find ways to reach out to them.
After 20 years in the same apartment, the Joneses plan to move in the
summer of 2001 into a new development which will eventually house
about 30,000 people.
Larry '72 and Nancy Leapline Allen '70 are rejoicing in the
Philippines. Four years after leaving Bangladesh, the Aliens enjoyed a
short visit allowing them to see that the churches they started there are
thriving. They are also rejoicing that their children are following God.
Their son Bart '97 is now serving with his parents as an intern through
ABWE. Talitha will graduate with a missions degree from Liberty University
next May. Hannah '00 and Kara '01 daily send encouraging words
about their involvement at Cedarville College and have both expressed
their interest in missions.
Linda Betts Duffield '72 and her husband, Ken, are experiencing
changes. Ken has received a call from Radio Esperanza, located on the Rio
Grande Bible Institute campus just a few miles from home. He will be
serving in a missionary capacity as radio pastor. This includes counseling,
visitation, encouraging, and overseeing local pastors who work with the
Spanish station, as well as some work in the programming department.
They've also learned that they will become grandparents in April!
Sallie Pickard Eagle '77N and her husband, Larry, took a three-and-
a-half-week trip overseas for Bibles International in October and
November 1998. On the trip, they attended the dedication for the new
translation of the Tagalog New Testament in the Philippines and finalized
arrangements for its distribution. They also did the necessary research for
a potential new project in the Chuuk Islands (Micronesia) and determined
that the new Chuukese translation would be based in Guam.
David Joseph '78 and his wife, Marci, have been serving with InterAct
Ministries since 1990. They are building a native church in Fairbanks,
Alaska where they reside with their two children, Loch (17) and
Betsy (15).
Dave '79 and Debbie Hall Seymour '83N are finding great joy as
they serve in Chad, Africa. It has been a joy for Mark to teach in the Bible
schools and to see seven graduate from Koumra Bible School in
November 1998. The Seymours have also enjoyed teaching a core group
of single young people.
Francisco (Kiko) de Souza '80 and his wife, Eliane, have been
focusing on gaining space for services at Morumbi Church in order to set
the base of their equipping ministry there. Life in Sao Paulo, Brazil, the
third largest city in the world, has not been easy. The de Sams spend
about four hours a day in traffic as they take their children to school at
Pan American Christian Academy and work at the church. Pray that they
will find more convenient housing.
David '80 and Beth Anne Payne Standridge '81 serve with
Independent Faith Mission in Italy. Dave is involved with many difficult
counseling situations but is encouraged by the work, and the Lord
continues to challenge them with new opportunities. A man recently told
Dave that he was saved through one of the mission's publications he had
read 25 years ago. "So many times when you minister through literature
you do not know what the Lord is doing in the hearts of people and how
the message is changing lives. This testimony and many like it encourage
us to continue," states Dave.
Dave '81 and Carol Sue Cox Merkh '82 are busy serving the Lord
at the Word of Life Bible Seminary in Brazil. They praise Him for a
wonderful parenting conference, 107 prospective students at their
vocational retreat in November, and excellent family retreats and
conferences. Carol Sue teaches five and soon six home schoolers, all in
different grades, and Dave is about half-way through his divinity of
ministry program.
Nancy Hall DeValve '81 and her husband, John, rejoice in a
wonderful rainy season in Niger, West Africa, which has brought their
food-for-work project to an end. The project leader and two of the team
leaders have begun a Bible study with John.
David '82 and Cindy Ulmer Cox '83N have struggled with family
health problems during the past few months as fevers, hepatitis A, and
meningitis outbreaks have touched their lives. Please pray for health as
they continue to minister with Word of Life Bible Seminary in
Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Ron Hobar '82 and his wife, Linda, are serving with Athletes in Action
in Maineville, Ohio. Ron has been recently involved with the production of
the video for the Super Bowl Outreach Kit and the distribution of Driving
Force, a new video designed to reach out to NASCAR and motor racing
fans. After several months of negotiating, Ron was able to get a master
tape of their NBA video Give Me The Rork to the AIA staff in Australia for
duplication and distribution to the Aussie Basketball World.
Faith Kenoyer '83 joined ABWE in the summer of 1998. As the only
ABWE missionary in Egypt, she will continue her work at Cairo Covenant
School (C(S) and Shobra Baptist Church, as well as survey the new ABWE
field. CCS has acquired a new building. Faith is not only teaching grades
four through seven, but is also the principal. Shobra Baptist Church hosted
an intensive summer Awana program and many other churches are eager
to be trained and begin Awana clubs in their churches.
Laura Lehto '83 reports that the economic situation in Brazil is resulting
in many lay-offs and high unemployment. The situation is ripe for
showing people the love of Christ. One group of churches offers quick
prosperity in Christ, which creates a confusing situation for young
believers and those who do not know Christ.
Jill Slayton Puett '88 and her husband, Stephen, have been busy with
UFM International Association events including Youth Round-Up, Youth
Olympics, and a leaders conference on the subject of integrity.
Their building project is on hold as they await additional funding.
Dan Rambow '90 has completed his first four-year term with
The Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM) in Venezuela. During his home
service, he will visit supporting churches, enjoy time with his family, work
at headquarters, and serve as a college representative for the mission.
Mike Measley '92 hopes to complete his fourth and final language
check by summer. After that, he will be fluent enough to begin teaching
and translating the Word of God with New Tribes Mission.
The Malaumandans of Papua New Guinea do not have a written
language, so he is working with a team to define, write, and then
translate into the Malaumandan language.
Karen Weeks Silva '92N and her husband, Jorge, met while working
with Youth With A Mission (YWAM). They were married in 1991 and have
worked full-time with YWAM ever since. After serving for two years in
Bogota, Colombia, they transferred to YWAM-Mercy Ships for three years
in the Dominican Republic and Nicaragua. They are currently working with
YWAM-Cartagena, Colombia and are in the process of pioneering a mercy
ministry with a focus on evangelism and community development in poor
and underdeveloped island communities.
Scott '95 and Christine Fischbacher Hayden '93 have been blessed
with great joy in their jobs as they teach in Thailand. Scott has been
granted money to pursue a master's degree in education and is scheduled
to begin this summer. Christine continues to serve as coordinator of the
elementary Good News Club. She schedules teachers, game and song
leaders, and speakers, and encourages them by her energy, enthusiasm,
and occasional baked goods.
IN MEMORY OF
Dave Taylor '65 went to be with the Lord December 9, 1998.
Dave died from a sudden heart attack in Brazil during the Taylor family's
four-year missions service on the field with Association of Baptists for
World Evangelism (ABWE). Our sincere condolences extend to
Barbara Blackburn Taylor '64 and their children
Jonathan Taylor '91N and Patricia Taylor '96N.
Home With The Lord
Agnes C. Howell Biddle, 72, went to be
with her Lord January 18, 1999 after a
lengthy bottle with cancer. Agnes served
as resident director at Cedarville College
for 12 years, retiring in 1990. She was
often found counseling, praying for, and
laughing with the young women in
Printy Hall. Agnes was an encouragement to many and often
teamed with Mrs. Printy, fellow resident director. She was preceded
in death by her first husband, Thomas Howell, and while at
Cedarville married her second husband, Raymond Biddle, on
June 12, 1987. She was a member of Grace Baptist Church in
Cedarville and was currently working with her husband as he
served as interim pastor at Maranatha Baptist Church in Marion,
Ohio. The funeral service was held at Grace Baptist Church and a
graveside service was held in Garrettsville, Ohio. Our heartfelt
sympathy extends to the many family members and especially to
Kathy Howell Sturgis '76, Christine Howell Shannon,
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lumni are some of our most faithful
recruiters of current students, and many
parents are delighted when their son or
daughter chooses to attend their alma
mater. We invited all students whose parents are
alumni of Cedarville College to pose for a picture.
Freshmen (Class of 2002) (LR)
Row 1: Rob Sampson (Robert 75 and Peg Temple Sampson '16), Tim Cline
(Deborah Earnhart Cline 751, Jennifer Flood (Harold '73 and Jeanette Powley Flood '721,
Chars Nims (David '69 and Carol Carr Nims '67) Row 2: Lauren Kirby (Linden '74 and
Elhe Dritsas Kirby '751, Kimberly Colyer (James '71N and Judith Baker Colyer '721,
Jennifer Reno (Lee Reno 71), Laura Volpe (Shirley Stoudt Volpe '73), Heather Connell
(William Connell '691 Row 3: Amanda Hancock (Timothy '76 and Susan Saunders Hancock '741,
Stephanie Strong (Larry '77N and Mellanie Andres Strong '78N), Julie Branon (David '73 and
Susan Tuttle Bronon '74N), Kendra Strong (Larry '77N and Mellanie Andres Strong '78N),
Jonathan Speidel (Judith Meyer Speidel '72) Row 4: Kim Baggett (Edward Baggett '761,
Mark Boertje (Darwin Bee* '70), Jeremy Smith (Roger '76 and Susan Scott Smith '791,
Todd Bodenmiller (Thayne '72 and Joy Abernathy Bodenmiller '72), Aaron Dieringer
(Dennis '71 and Joyce Mohler Dieringer '74N) Row 5: Benjamin Sheppard
((buries Sheppard '74), Rebecca Amstutz (William '71 and Nancy Ross Amstutz '73N),
Kevin Batista (Evandro Batista '771, Erin Knowles (Thomas '74 and Karen Syphers Knowles '73),
Rachael Mohler (Thomas '78 and Martha White Mohler '761 Row 6: Jen Castellani
(Mark Castellani '79), John Davis (Jeff '78 and (indy Fields Davis '79N1, Justin Gerber
(Lonnie '71 and Peggy Byers Gerber '74), Christen Hostetler (James 71 and
Phyllis Getz Hostetler '711
Sophomores (Class of 2001) (L-R)
Row 1: Jill Strycha'ski (Paul '73 and Mary Walker Strychalski '74), Trisha Edlund
(Alan Edlund '77), Margie McCullough (Max '70 and Carol Hare McCullough '691,
Heidi Kinniburgh (Gerald '74 and Janene Mohr Kinniburgh '751, Christina Powley
(Robert Powley '72) Row 2: Kristen Small (Loren '73 and Linda Hinds Small '76), Abigail Beck
(Paul Beck '76), Joel Taylor (Gordon '66 and Rayne Butler Taylor '651, Nicole Carpenter
(Shirley Rocher Carpenter '72), Sara Allen (Robert '70 and Betty Abernathy Allen '701 Row 3:
Adrienne Wita (Ronald Wita '73N), Suzy Bosworth (Timothy '71 and Rita DeAtley Bosworth '71),
Nick Spaulding (James '72N and Wilma Hopkins Spaulding '72N), Aaron Cook
(Thomas Cook '76), Benjamin Kaminsky (Donita Baker Kaminsky '701 Row 4: Allison Hume
(James Hume '68), Karl Feucht (Rosemary Hollingsworth Feucht '731, Benjamin Mohler
(Thomas '78 and Martha White Mohler '76), Aleesha Hager (Delmar Gene '76 and
Linda Ernst Hager '781, Andrew Mellish (Ronald '70 and Christine Meyer Mellish '72)
Juniors (Class of 2000) (L-R)
Row 1: Caleb Acton (Daniel Acton '111, Kelsey Perkins (Ralph '72N and
Marsha Edwards Perkins '721, Jennifer Howard (Lynn '73 and Melinda McNiece Howard '71),
Christopher Herman (Stephen '73N and Jeanne Nelson Herman '72) Row 2: Hannah Dager
(Ruth McIntyre Dager '691, Esther Twigg (Dennis Twigg '74), Kristin Kuhn (Gary '83H and
Rebecca Selden Kuhn '781, Rachel Mena (Paul '82N and Jackie (line Menz '74), Karri Heldreth
(Kirk '70 and Sharon Hon Heldreth '72N) Row 3: Steve Fox (Loris '67 and
Sheryl Olson Fox '661, Casey Ruffin (Dan '70 and Charlotte Willis Ruffin '72), Katie Wolf
(Kevin '74 and Nancy Cleckner Wolf '751, Scott Walker (Richard '74N and
Linda Madsen Walker '711, Tim Amstutz (William '71 and Nancy Ross Amstutz '73N1
Seniors (Class of 1999) (L-R)
Row 1: Laura Brown (Robert '71 and Virginia "Ginny" Heal Brown '73), (arissa Bodenmiller
(Thayne '72 and Joy Abernathy Bodenmiller '721, Dawn Albertson (Clayton '74 and
Rebecca Tazelaar Albertson '76N), Andrea Dieringer (Dennis '71 and
Joyce Mohler Dieringer '74N) Row 2: Joshua Strychalski (Paul '73 and
Mary Walker Strychalski '74), John Ward (Lewis "Ed" '76 and Susan Johnson Ward '76),
Jessica Gerber (Lonnie '71 and Peggy "Joleen" Byers Gerber '74), Joanna Overholt (Steven '74
and Rebecca Canine Overholt '74), Hannah Lakes (Victor '88 and Corinne Duhon Lakes '71)
Row 3: Lisa Walker (Stuart '71 and Andrea Houchin Walker '721, Dan Bosworth (Timothy '71
and Rita DeAtley Bosworth '711, Michael Yoder (Alvin Yoder '841, Brent Hughes (Craig '75 and
Patrice Andes Hughes '77), Steven Strong (Larry '77N and Mellanie Andres Strong '78N),
Jon McGinnis (Thomas McGinnis '69)
